
THE BLISSFUL GUT 
Swizterland's first gut health retreat and group coaching program

in partnership with 



A RETREAT
TO

TRANSFORM
Having suffered my own personal gut issues, it has been my mission to

help clients navigate the complex world of gut health throughout my

career. The time has come to announce that Nutrition A-Z by Sandra

Mikhail will be leading Switzerland's first gut health retreat this year in

partnership with the Atlantis by Giardino. It was essential to find a

space, which brings essential pillars to gut health under one roof so

prepare to experience a 2-day journey that will address your

NUTRITION
MOVEMENT

MIND
SLEEP

Saturday and Sunday, 29.02.20 - 01.03.20

Follow Up Group Coaching Program
April - June 2020 

To ensure you maintain the knowledge and habits taught at the
retreat, you will have access to a group call, once a month from April
till June 2020 to discuss your current gut-friendly habits, talk about

your progress and any open questions you may have about gut health
in order to build your CONFIDENCE. Access to the private coaching

group will be discussed at the Final Gut Circle.



The Program

Saturday the 29.02.20

10:00 - 10:45  Welcome and Retreat Introduction
11:00 - 12:00  Gut Health 101

12:15 - 13:30  3-course Lunch by Hide & Seek
13:45 - 14:45  Mindfulness and MBSR 

15:00 - 16:00  Gut Yoga 
16:00 - 16:30  Gut-friendly break

16:30 - 17:30  Bloating and Gut Disorders
17:30 - 17:45  Closing day 1

Optional : Free time to enjoy your spa treatments

Sunday the 01.03.20

09:00 - 09:45  Morning "Gut Workout"
09:45 - 10:30   Refuel / Shower

10:30 - 11:30  Nourishing Your Gut Microbiome
12:00 - 13:30  Sunday Brunch by Hide & Seek

13:45 - 14:45 Essential oils: Gut Health & Beyond
15:00 - 16:00  Breathing  & Meditation Circle 

16:00 - 16:30  Gut-friendly Break 
16:30 - 17:30   The Final Gut Circle

17:30 - 18:30   Closing apero

Organised by 



The Workshops
Day 1
Gut Health 101 with Sandra Mikhail
An introduction to the complex and
beautiful world of gut health. Starting off
with basic anatomy to an overview of
nutrients essential for gut health.

Gut Yoga with Mirjam Haymann
Yoga is a way to experience life in our physical form. The
structure of the postures and the intensity of the practice
will take you out of your everyday life and integrate your
mind with your body. This class will emphasize on core and
twists, keeping the body parts around your digestive
system supple and strong.

Mindfulness and Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction
(MBSR) with Psychologist Ela Amarie
Mindfulness as a path to wellbeing. When you think of
mindfulness you probably don’t associate it with better
digestion and gut health. At least not until you learn just
how much chronic stress influences our gut health and
just how powerful mindfulness practices are for
decreasing stress. In this workshop you will learn simple
practices for Stress Relief, Improved Health, and Inner
Peace.

Bloating and Gut Disorders with Sandra Mikhail
Bloating is a completely normal physiological response to
digestion. You’d be a rarity if you DIDN’T get bloated on
occasion. What’s not normal is consistent bloating, coupled
with pain and a change in your bowel habits. We will uncover
the world of bloat and get an overview of common gut
disorders and how to eat for common gut conditions.



The Workshops
Day 2

Morning Gut Workout with Timo Klein
Regular exercise can help treat constipation, promote a
healthy digestion and strengthens your digestive tract. We'll
be embarking on a no-impact full-body workout with the
emphasis on your abdominal muscles. 

Nourishing Your Gut Microbiome with Sandra Mikhail
We will dig deeper into the world of the gut microbiome,
learn about its role in health and disease as well as eating
for gut bug diversity, which is key to a healthy gut!

Essential Oils: Gut Health and Beyond with Mirjam Haymann
Essential oils have various ways to show off their beauty. Their
scent triggers deep connections in our minds, emotions and
memories. From physical application to aroma therapy, this
class will offer an introduction to plant wisdom. Gut health and
beyond!

Breathing Circle with Michelle Sabatini
"Our respiration is a bridge inside your body" Stress, insecurity,
worries and fears affect our body, more specifically our gut. We
often don't realise that this area is tight and constricted, which
can negatively impact our digestion. Through simple exercises
focusing on the body through the respiration, you will learn how
to release tension, be generally more relaxed and more aware of
your belly.

The Final Gut Circle
Facilitated by Sandra, this final circle will go
though personal experiences and journeys
related to gut health. We will also talk about
the 3 month Group Coaching Program that
will follow as of October.



The Experts

 
Sandra Mikhail is an internationally-known accredited practising
dietitian and the founder of Nutrition A-Z. She holds a Bachelor of
Nutrition and Dietetics (Monash University, Australia), a Master of
Advanced Studies in Nutrition and Health (ETHZ) and is a member
of the Dietitians Association of Australia. She is also currently part
of the International Olympic Committee's (IOC) Sports Nutrition
Program. Being a globe-trotting dietitian, she has extensive
experience in clinical practice, nutrition consulting and health
promotion, working in Australia, the UAE and Switzerland. Her
main areas of specialty are digestive disease, sports nutrition and
corporate health working with popular brands and partners such
as FCZ, She's Mercedes, Lululemon and Roots to name a few. 

Sandra Mikhail, Accredited Practising Dietitian and Founder of Nutrition A-Z

 
Ela is a Psychologist and a Certified Mindfulness Trainer and
Coach.  She is an MBSR (Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction) and
MBCT (Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy) teacher. Ela is also
certified in Mindfulness in Education and  a certified SYI (Search
Inside Yourself) Trainer  - the well-renowned mindfulness and
emotional intelligence leadership course developed at Google.
Since the creation of her company the Mindful Brain in 2012, she is
committed to promote and support mindfulness as a
transformational process in the fields of health, business,
education and community at large. She has a personal
mindfulness practice since 15 years.

Ela Amarie, Psychologist & Certified Mindfulness Trainer and Coach

 
Mirjam grew up in a small and tight-knit family where philosophy,
psychology and religion were discussed at every dinner table. She
decided to leave her comfort zone and study law, which gave her
a different perspective of the world and taught her public
speaking. The journey into the body was sparked by her teachers
Patrick Creelman and Rinat Perlman in Hong Kong, where she
lived for over four years. She studied the practice of WildLotus,
a version of the old tradition that bridged her intellectual
background with a strong physical practice that focuses on form
and embodies transformation. A spiritual practice, but deeply
practical. She is mentored by Elena Brower, the teacher that
inspired her most on all things off the mat, such as caring for and
valuing oneself. Mirjam is a mother of two girls, a public speaker
and a teacher of yoga, mindfulness and motherhood in various
events, workshops, festivals and teacher trainings. She is deeply
invested in the relevance of yoga and the practice of mindfulness
in a everyday life: physically, emotionally and spiritually.

Mirjam Haymann, Yoga instructor & Essential Oils expert

www.mirjamhaymann.com

www.themindfulbrain.net

www.nutrition-az.com.



The Experts

Timo Klein , Co-founnder and Head Coach at Balboa 

 
                           "LEARN TO LIVE IN YOUR BODY!"
For her entire life, Michelle has been passionate about the
connection between the body, the emotions and the mind: when
one aspect changes, the others will also be affected. This
motivated her to study psychology at the University in Lausanne.
After obtaining her Masters in 1999, she went on to learn a
bodywork approach that aims to teach "Body Fullness" and
ceasing automatic patterns – the Grinberg Method. Michelle
completed her studies in 2005 and since then, has been working
regularly with clients through individual sessions. She supports
them in dealing with with stress, pain, lack of energy, lack of
motivation and repetitive situations. In parallel, Michelle is
regularly providing workshops and presentations on topics related
to how to develop more awareness in our daily life. Her tools
revolve around a breathing practice, simple physical exercises to
bring back the attention into the body.

Michelle Sabatini, Grinberg Method Practitioner

www.bodylearning.ch

www.balboamove.ch

Timo Klein is a fitness expert, head coach and co-founder of
BALBOA Gym in Zurich. When a heavy soccer injury almost
ended his career as a professional player, he started to study
the human body, different forms of training and sports
nutrition. In 2014, after years of Personal Training and
development of a fitness concept especially for groups and
corporations, he co-founded the gym BALBOA, which places
the individual at its core and offers many disciplines of
unconventional group trainings. His philosophy for a healthy
way of fitness: Mix up movements, try new things, master the
movements, have fun with what you do. Currently, as a head
coach, he manages more than 25 coaches of different
disciplines and gives group classes and personal trainings at
Balboa Gym Zurich.



The Packages

Basic Urban Package
CHF 900.-

Golden Urban Package
CHF 1375.-

 

 

Access to the full retreat & coaching
program including a one night's stay at

the Atlantis by Giardino.
Double Room with breakfast,  retreat

lunch and brunch included as well as free
entry to the dipiù Spa.

Access to the full retreat and
coaching program which includes
the 3-course lunch on Saturday &
Sunday brunch at Hide & Seek. A

special giveaway package will also
be provided at the end of the

retreat. 
 
 



REGISTRATION FORM

Chosen package:
 
Golden Urban Package CHF 1375.-
 
Basic Urban Package CHF 900.-
 

First Name:

Last Name:

Telephone: 

Email:

Date of birth:

Address: 

Do you have any dietary preferences?
 
Photos may be taken throughout the retreat for advertising, editorial or promotional
purposes. Do you consent to the possibility of having your photograph taken? 
 
Yes                  No
 
How did you find out about the retreat? 
 
Cancellation policy: Depending on when you cancel, a cancellation fee may apply. .
Fees are determined by the following schedule:
 
30 days before the event: 50% of the total fee
15 to 10 days before the event: 75% of the total fee
9 to 4 days before the event: 90 % of the total fee
3 days or less before the event: 100% of the total fee
 
 
 

The Blissful Gut Retreat

Date and Signature


